
From: Clerks@vaughan.ca
To: Adelina Bellisario
Subject: FW: [External] Please post this communication for the June 28th 1pm council meeting.
Date: June-27-22 9:05:56 AM

From: HP  
Sent: Saturday, June 25, 2022 1:42 PM
To: Clerks@vaughan.ca
Cc: Council@vaughan.ca
Subject: [External] Please post this communication for the June 28th 1pm council meeting.

This is my response to the virtual verbal deputation by Harvey Korman made at the June
21st 1pm meeting including the ensuing discussion which I was not allowed to be a part of. 
 And because Mr. Korman spoke right after my verbal deputation made live in council
chambers I was not able to offer a rebuttal in my verbal deputation.

Thornhill Community Hockey League (TCHL) is a Markham (non Vaughan) CSO that
receives extra ice allocation in Markham.  So for the following reasons TCHL should not
receive ice permits in Vaughan L4J (Thornhill) arenas.

TCHL which is not to be confused with Thornhill-Carrville Hockey School (TCHS) is a
Vaughan CSO and TCHS does not get ice allocation in Markham nor any other
municipality outside of Vaughan.

TCHL is a Markham CSO which not only gets ice allocation for Markham residents in
their programs but also for Vaughan L4J (Thornhill on the Vaughan side) members. 
No other Markham CSO has this benefit.

While Thornhill Figure Skating Club (TFSC) gets ice both sides of Thornhill they do
NOT receive extra ice allocation in Markham for Vaughan L4J residents and thereby
are not double dipping in ice allocation across municipalities.  

Thornhill Baseball Club and Kleinberg Nobleton Soccer Club are two Vaughan CSOs
that receive permits in neighouring jurisdiction in addition to Vaughan but are not
double dipping in baseball field allocations.

The president of TCHL is Julian Herzberg (not Harvey Korman) and Mr. Herzberg did
not make a deputation on behalf of TCHL in seeking a resolution with CVHA or CoV
recreation services to get ice allocation in Vaughan for TCHL. 

Thereby, TCHL should not receive ice time in Vaughan as it would allow them to double
dip on ice times for L4J residents.  So, I Hiten Patel on behalf of TCHS (Vaughan CSO)
reject Mr. Korman’s position that TCHL should get ice in Vaughan arenas Rosemount
and Garnet Williams Arenas.  This would take away potential ice time availability that
should be afforded to TCHS.  
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On this point I agree with CVHA but Vaughan does need to have at least three districts
for house league hockey to align with best practices by other municipalities across the
GTA.  This was stated in my communication C19 posted for June 21st meeting.

 
Sincerely,
Hiten Patel
Thornhill Woods Drive


